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rp 

Th 
S 13 an a^e essa7 on a veiT difficult and much-contested subject. 

Wee. translation of it we cannot equally commend, though made, as e infer from the preface, by the honorary secretary of the Authro- 
ogical Society of London, for which the treatise is published. 

1 > 

l" ^l'oca discusses the great question of the races of man with at 
as the appearance of perfect partiality. The conclusions he arrives 

at are the following : 

? o' rp!ia*' certain intermixtures are perfectly eugenesic. 
pi,~ 

' 

. 
a^ other intermixtures are in their results notably inferior to those of 

eugenesic hybridity. 
Ger 

' ^'la^ mulattoes of the first degree, issued from the union of the 

feeun (^nSl?-Saxon) race with the African negroes, appear inferior in 
" 
4 Tilo.aSevity to individuals of the pure races. 

betw 
' 

t 
^ ^ea9^ doubtful whether these Mulattoes, in their alliances 

that tf11 mse^ves> ,arc capable of indefinitely perpetuating their race, and 

the n 
1C^ Ure ̂ CSS Pro^lc their direct alliances than in their recrossing with 

" r? stoc^s5 as observed in paragenesic hybridity. 
Mela alliances between the Germanic race (Anglo-Saxon) with the 

" G^Tl*11 raCCS (-^us,/ra^ans auc* Tasmanians) are but little prolific. 
en [ 

-*-hat tlie mulattoes sprung from such intercourse are too rare to have 
n y 

Us to obtain cxact particulars as to their viability and fecundity. 
c 

* "hat several degrees of hybridity, which have been observed in the 

p 
ss." breeds of animals of different species, seem also to occur in the various 
oSS1rn?s ?* men of different races. 

is 
' 

p 
^owest degree of human hybridity, in which the homceogenesis 

l j.?? feeble as to render the fecundity of the first crossing uncertain, is ex- 
'ted in the most disparate crossings between one of the most elevated and le two lowest races of humanity." 
These conclusions, judging from the evidence from which they are 

enved, are specious; yet we cannot receive them as proved and un- 

^u.esti?nable truth?indeed, the author himself does not seem to make 
. 

18 claim for their reception. When entering on the subject of the 
t^termixture of races not eugenesic he says : 
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" The facts I intend to exhibit tend to prove that it was a great error to con- 

sider all intermixtures of men as eugenesic. Obliged as I am to refer to tes- 
timonies which perhaps do not always exhibit a desirable precision, some 
doubts may hang over my conclusions. Thus much, however, will result from 
this sketch, that the examination of the laws of hybridity is far from being 
favourable to the doctrine of Monogonists." 

This doctrine, we need hardly remark, Dr. Broca is decidedly 

opposed to. Whilst he admits that the different races of man con- 

stitute one genus, he holds that it would be a single exception in 
creation if they consisted of one species only. And whilst maintain* 

ing the reverse?that this humau genus is, like the other genera 
of 

animals, complex, he insists that, "in the greater number of genera, 
the various species differ much less from each other than certain 
human races." 

This brief notice, and these few extracts, will convey to our reader3 
some imperfect idea of Dr. Broca's treatise. Our limits do not permit 
us to enter into a more detailed account of it. We will only &d"? 
that whilst many of his statements, and many of his arguments, appei*r 
to us unsatisfactory, we cannot but admire the philosophical spirl 
which is displayed in producing them. With this feeling in favol,r 
of the essay, we recommend it strongly for perusal to those who 

a10 

interested in the great question at stake; and especially so to thos0 
who hold the contrary doctrine?the Monogonists?of whom the 
are so many and able followers of Darwin, who should be ready to ente 
the lists. 


